
yellow cake:
bourbon caramel pecan
pineapple upsidedown

raspberry hibiscus
rainbow unicorn
lemon meringue

chocolate cake:
lavender salted caramel

peanut butter banana
strawberry rhubarb
chocolate tiramisu

goat cheese �g

vegan cake: 
mexican mocha

raspberry mousse
peanut butter cup

vegan or gluten-free cake: +$5
personalized laser-cut mirrored cake topper: +$25

to order: eclipsechocolate.com/cakes  619.578.2984

eclipse chocolate: wedding & celebration cake orders

please allow for a 48-hour lead time. full advancement payment is required to con�rm your order. a $10 fee is added to 
all cakes enjoyed onsite for the convenience of cutting, plating, & service. delivery quotes available upon request.  

our cakes are baked onsite from scratch, using all-natural ingredients. each begins with three layers of chocolate or vanilla 
butter cake with two layers of rich �lling in between. cakes are then capped with chocolate ganache or vanilla  swiss meringue, 
encrusted with roasted white chocolate, & topped with a unique garnish. individual cupcakes are available as needed 
from our pastry cases in rotating �avors, or you can order a box of your favorites -- 18 cupcakes �ll our eco-friendly three- 
tier display which is free with an order of 2 boxes. a square footed display is complimentary with every petite cake order.

think locally
we proudly pledge 10% of our net pro�ts as

in-kind donations to charities in our community

think sustainably
we operate in a lean facility with a commitment to 

reducing our impact on the environment

think ethically
we handcraft fair trade couverture

chocolate without preservatives or colorings

pricecake size

cupcakes 
order up to three �avors per box of nine (3 of each)

perfect to serve with a display cake to provide
multiple �avors for a wide audience

$35
box of nine cupcakes, receive every tenth box free

$70
2 boxes of nine (18 cupcakes) + three tier display stand   

three tier cake 
a large, medium, & small layer cake, elegantly stacked,

select up to three di�erent �avors; sized for 70-100 guests

petite layer cake
perfect for small celebrations. divides into 4 servings, 5x5x5”

$30
      with confection accents (4)

small layer cake
sized for 10-16 guests to enjoy, 12x5x5”

medium layer cake
sized for 20-30 guests to enjoy, 18x7x5”

large layer cake
sized for 40-60 guests to enjoy, 26x9x5”

$250
+$40 for optional confection accents (42)

+delivery options quoted as needed

$150
+$20 for optional confection accents (15)

$80
+$15 for optional confection accents (11)

$45
+$10 for optional confection accents (7)


